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ABSTRACT−The main objective of the presented study was to compare the effectiveness of two standard test procedures for

evaluating bus roof integrity: the dynamic rollover test according to UN-ECE Regulation 66 (ECE-R66), and the quasi-static

symmetric roof loading according the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 220 (FMVSS 220). Both tests were applied to

a selected Paratransit Bus. The investigation was carried out primarily using a numerical study backed up by experimental

validation tests on components and full scale rollover tests. A sensitivity analysis using LS-OPT® was performed to identify

the most important structural components influencing the response of the bus in these two tests. The results obtained from this

study show that the final outcome of the crashworthiness assessment of the selected paratransit bus depends on the selection

of the evaluation standard. Although the two tests are used for the same purpose of roof integrity evaluation, their results are

divergent and may lead to different conclusions. The paper presents a discussion on the effectiveness of both standards in

evaluating the rollover crashworthiness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Goal of the Study

The FMVSS 220 standard titled: “School bus rollover

protection” (US DOT, 1998) is commonly used in the

United States to evaluate rollover crashworthiness of wide

variety of buses. It is also voluntarily used to test smaller,

paratransit (cut away) buses for the integrity of their

structure in the absence of a dedicated standard. Its quasi-

static nature offers an attractive, easy to perform test that

provides good repeatability of results. Nevertheless this

procedure may not be the best choice for evaluating the

dynamic behavior of a bus during a rollover accident. 

In contrast the UN-ECE Regulation 66 (UN ECE, 2006)

employs a full scale, dynamic, rollover test as a basic

experiment to examine response of buses in rollover

accidents. This regulation has been adopted by over 40

countries in the world. However, the dynamic nature of this

test makes it expensive and difficult to perform.

The main objective of this paper is to compare the

performance of a selected paratransit bus subjected to these

two roof integrity tests by employing advanced computational

techniques accompanied by selected experiments.

Methodology adopted in this research, and presented

schematically in Figure 1, is based on the experience

gained during the last decade of research conducted for the

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) by FAMU-

FSU College of Engineering, Tallahassee, Florida, USA.

Research methods developed for material characterization,

experimental component testing, FE model development,

verification and validation (V&V) have been published in a

series of research papers (Kwasniewski et al., 2006; Cichocki

and Wekezer, 2007; Horstemeyer et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007;

Kwasniewski et al., 2009; Bojanowski, 2010). Preliminary

results of the study were presented in Gepner et al. (2011). The

current paper shows the completed work with additional

experimental results, and identification of critical structural

elements for each test. 

A similar experimental study, on larger transit buses,

was conducted by National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) (Prasad et al., 2009) where two

“bracket” buses were selected for full scale experimental

tests. The comparison of the testing procedures was

inconclusive because both selected buses failed the tests

according to ECE R66 and FMVSS 220. Numerical*Corresponding author. e-mail: bgepner@fsu.edu
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comparison of both tests, for a large transit bus, was also

performed by Liang and Le (2010). This research showed

significant differences in deformation and energy absorption

between both tested buses.

The analysis presented here consists of two stages. The

first stage follows the procedures developed for Crash and

Safety Testing Standard for Paratransit Buses Acquired by

the State of Florida (FDOT Standard) (FDOT, 2007;

Bojanowski et al., 2009) and consists of FE model

development, verification, experimental validation, and

model check using full scale rollover tests. The details on

the development of the FE model are given in Bojanowski

(2010). The verification is carried out using the energy

balance check procedure described in Bojanowski et al.

(2009). The hierarchical validation involves three levels of

experiments: material characterization (Horstemeyer et al.,

2007), static and dynamic component testing, and

determination of the center of gravity (Kwasniewski et al.,

2009). The verified and validated model was then used to

simulate the full scale test per ECE-R66 procedures: one

with a nonstandard drop height of 909 mm, and the other

with the standard drop height of 800 mm. The numerical

analysis closely correlated with the experiments. 

In the second stage the verified and validated model was

used to compare the results from two numerical tests:

dynamic rollover according to ECE-R66 and quasi-static

roof loading following the requirements of FMVSS 220. In

order to identify the critical elements affecting the response

of the bus structure during the two tests a sensitivity

analysis was performed using LS-OPT® probabilistic tool

(Stander et al., 2008).

1.2. Special Features of Paratransit Buses

Paratransit buses can be distinguished from other types of

buses for several reasons. One significant difference is their

assembly process. Unlike large coaches, the paratransit

buses are built in two separate stages. In the first stage, a

major car manufacturer builds a vehicle chassis with a

driver’s cab. Next, a smaller company (called a body

builder) adds a bus body manufactured per client request.

In contrast to major automotive manufacturers the body

builders are usually small companies who cannot afford to

support their own research and development departments.

Therefore, there is a wide variation in the design and

manufacturing techniques which may result in a structure

that will perform poorly in the event of a roadway accident.

Another factor that makes these vehicles unique in the

US is lack of specific and applicable roof integrity

standards. Paratransit buses of Gross Vehicle Weight

Rating (GVWR) which exceeds 10,000 lb are not subjected

to any design restrictions unless required by a specific

bidding process. The clients often try to close this loophole

by requesting compliance with an existing bus safety

regulation. For the roof integrity evaluation of paratransit

buses the FMVSS 220 standard “School bus rollover

protection” is usually adopted.

Computational and experimental experience gained

throughout this research has shown that large variations

exist in the crashworthiness of buses built by different

manufacturers. These variations may be influenced by

many structural characteristics such as: tubing selected for

the steel cage (cross-sectional dimensions, thicknesses,

open vs. closed cross-sections), connections between tubes

including wall to floor and wall to roof joints, outer layer

(thickness, material, connection to the cage), and others

(Bojanowski, 2010). Also, one of the biggest challenges for

the design of cut away buses is the connection between the

body structure and the frontal cab. All tests performed

throughout this research indicate that most of the damaging

deformation during the rollover test occurs in this area of

the bus.

1.3. Safety Standards for Bus Roof Integrity Testing

Two different safety standards for roof integrity are

investigated in this paper: the FMVSS 220 (US DOT,

1998), and the UN-ECE Regulation 66 (UN ECE, 2006)

Figure 1. Roadmap of applied research methodology.
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based Crash and Safety Testing Standard for Paratransit

Buses Acquired by the State of Florida (FDOT Standard),

(FDOT, 2007). 

FMVSS 220 establishes performance requirements for

school bus rollover protection, but is also frequently used

as a required safety standard for the other types of buses in

the US. The concept of FMVSS 220 is to statically apply a

force equal to 1.5 times of the weight of an unloaded

vehicle (UVW) (US DOT, 1998). The force is applied

symmetrically through a flat, rigid rectangular plate, with

the loading rate not exceeding 12.7 mm/s (0.5 in/s). If the

resulting maximum vertical displacement does not exceed

130.2 mm (5.125 in) and all of the emergency exits are

operable during loading and after releasing the force, then

the vehicle passes the test (see Figure 2).

The ECE-R66 uses a full scale dynamic rollover test as a

basic approval procedure. It was originally established for

larger, single-deck buses designed to carry more than 22

passengers. After locking the suspension, the bus to be

tested is placed on a flat table and slowly tilted to its

unstable equilibrium position. Next, under its own weight,

the bus falls into the 800 mm (31.5 in) deep, dry and

smooth, concrete ditch. The test setup is shown in Figure 3.

ECE-R66 also allows for the application of equivalent

simplified approval procedures such as: rollover of a body

section, quasi static test of bus body section, quasi static

calculations, and computational mechanics simulations.

In the rollover test, the amount of energy applied to the

bus is proportional to the overall vehicle weight and

location of the center of gravity. For the buses equipped

with passenger restraints, such as seatbelts, the mass of the

occupants should be added to the tested bus. If the bus does

not have seatbelts, it should be tested for unladen vehicle

mass.

The pass-fail criterion established in ECE-R66 is based

on the concept of the residual space (RS). The residual

space is defined as a space required to be kept intact in

order to provide a survival zone for passengers and a

driver. No part or element of the vehicle can intrude into

the RS during or after the impact. The envelope of the

residual space is shown in Figure 4. 

Several concepts of ECE-R66 were found very useful

and were adopted in FDOT Standard. This standard was

accepted by FDOT in August 2007 (FDOT, 2007).

Although ECE-R66 provides general requirements for the

computational simulations, such as the code type, material

models, and mathematical model, no specific validation

and verification methods are defined. The FDOT Standard

additionally includes a well-defined validation and

verification program for simulations of the rollover test of

paratransit buses. The evaluation of the roof integrity for a

paratransit bus according to the FDOT Standard can be

performed experimentally using a full scale rollover test on

the entire bus or numerically using a FE simulation (no

simplified methods are available). Additionally, while

ECE-R66 defines only a simple pass/fail criterion, the

FDOT Standard introduces the Deformation Index (DI) as

a quantitative measure of the bus deformation. The

Deformation Index is based on the angular deformations

that occur with the development of plastic hinges within

the most deformed bus cross section (see Figure 4)

(Bojanowski, 2010). The Deformation Index is related to

the residual space concept and remains within the range

0 ≤ DI < 1 for buses passing the rollover test, with un-

Figure 2. Test setup for FMVSS 220 School Bus Rollover

Protection (US DOT, 1998).

Figure 3. Test setup for the ECE-R66 rollover test, with marked Center of Gravity (CG) of the bus. (a) bus placed onto the

tilting table; (b) position in unstable equilibrium; (c) impact into the 800 mm deep concrete ditch.
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intruded residual space. The value of DI ≥ 1 corresponds to

the wall structure intruded into the residual space, and the

failure of the test. The derivation of the formula for the DI

is presented in Bojanowski (2010). It is related to the

deformation angles through:

(1)

where:

l – height from the floor to the plastic hinge in the sidewall,

usually developing at the waistrail connection

h – height of the residual space (h = 1250 mm)

d – horizontal distance from the side wall to the top corner

of the residual space (400 mm)

2. FE MODEL DEVELOPMENT, 
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

2.1. Model Development

The original FE model of the bus was developed in two

separate stages (Bojanowski, 2010). First, a FE model of

the cutaway chassis was acquired from the public domain

Ford Econoline Van model, developed by the National

Crash Analysis Center (NCAC) at George Washington

University (NCAC, 2007). The FE model was revised to

match the specification of the chassis used for the given

paratransit bus. Next, the bus cage was developed using

specifications obtained from the manufacturer. Finally, the

FE model of the body was attached to the modified model

of the Ford Econoline chassis. 

Over the course of the model development newly

available computational resources made it possible to

increase the number of finite elements. The original model,

containing 537,839 finite elements, was expanded to

925,324 finite elements. This allowed major structural

parts to be modeled at a higher resolution (e.g. four shell

elements per main tubing width). Finer FE meshes are

especially important at the areas of plastic hinges. The

statistics of the developed and updated FE model are

shown in Table 1. The full scale paratransit bus and its FE

model are presented in Figure 5. 

2.2. Verification and Validation

Verification and validation are now considered critical for

unbiased and trustworthy nonlinear computational

mechanics. As defined in the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standard, titled “Guide for

Certification and Validation in Computational Solid

Mechanics” (Schwer, 2007) verification is a process of

determining if the computational model accurately

represents the theoretical mathematical model and its

solution. Simply said, verification is a check that the

equations describing the model have been solved correctly.

For most of practical problems the exact solution of the

mathematical model is unknown so usually the entire

process of verification is empirical using “a posteriori”

approach, where the reasoning is based on the experience

gained from repeated calculations.

The main task of the model verification is an assessment

of the numerical error in the simulation. Besides the error

introduced from discretization of FE model, there are

multiple other factors influencing the error within the

solution. The importance of these factors is assessed, in the

present research, mainly by checking the energy balance

within the simulated time period. It is required that all

energy components should follow the laws of conservation

of energy, and that all non-physical energy forms were kept

at minimum. 

The goal of validation is to assess accuracy of the

numerical model and its predictive capability by comparing

results from experiments with FE simulations. It is critical

to select validation experiments related to the scenario for

which the model will be used. The process of validation for

complex structures should be set up in a hierarchical order.

Starting from the basic experiments and simulations,

through more complicated systems of components, and

finally by validating the entire structure (Kwasniewski,

2009). In this way the errors introduced on lower levels can

be identified and their propagation to the overall error

diminished. 

The hierarchical validation procedure developed for the

DI
l

d
--- α1∆( ) h l–( )

d
------------- α2∆( )tan⋅+tan⋅=

Figure 4. Residual space and a Deformation Index concept

(UN ECE, 2006).

Table 1. Statistics of developed paratransit bus FE model.

Chassis 
model

Bus 
body

Whole 
model

Number of elements 189,079 735,407 924,486

Number of nodes 204,998 658,028 773,026

Number of parts 295 64 359

Number of 1-D elem. 2 0 2

Number of 2-D elem. 173,401 735,407 908,808

Number of 3-D elem. 15,676 0 15,676
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FDOT Standard was applied to the development of the FE

bus model (Kwasniewski et al., 2009). The basic

experiments, ranked as the lowest in the validation hierarchy

were: material characterization in tensile testing for the

cage steel, four point tube bending of cage steel

components, and dynamic three point bending test using an

impact tower. The next level of validation consisted of

quasi-static and dynamic tests on components of the cage.

The tests were designed to replicate the characteristics of

deformation during the bus rollover and side impact

accidents. During a rollover plastic hinges are most likely

to develop in the roof to wall and wall to floor joints, and in

the wall columns at the waistrail connections as shown in

Figure 4. In order to evaluate the performance of these

joints, several tests were developed, static bending tests for

the wall to floor and the roof to wall connections and a

dynamic impact test on side wall panel. All these tests were

compared with the FE simulations and showed good

correlation (Kwasniewski et al., 2009), Figure 6. Next, as a

validation of the entire structure, the location of the center

of gravity was measured for both an empty and fully

loaded bus. The FE model was subsequently adjusted to

match the mass distribution of the actual bus. 

Additional details on FE model development, model

verification, and validation experiments, have been

published before and can be found in Kwasniewski et al.

(2006), Cichocki and Wekezer (2007), Horstemeyer et al.

(2007), Li et al. (2007), Kwasniewski et al. (2009),

Bojanowski (2010).

2.3. Full Scale Rollover Tests

Two identical, decommissioned paratransit buses were

obtained for the experimental testing. The tested bus

provided fixed seating for 12 passengers and the space to

secure two additional passengers in wheelchairs. The gross

vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of these vehicles was

6373 kg (14,050 lb). 

Several tasks were performed in preparation for both full

scale rollover tests. First, the tested buses were loaded with

occupant and service loads. The passenger load was

represented by utilizing water ballast test dummies weighing

68 kg (150 lb) securely fastened with lap seatbelts. For

safety purposes, the fuel tank was emptied and the two

batteries were removed. Water was used to substitute the

weight of the diesel fuel while pieces of steel were used to

compensate for removed batteries. The suspension was

locked in place to eliminate its influence on the bus

behavior during the rollover. Next, the center of gravity

measurements were taken as specified in the ECE-R66. 

The bus was then placed on a custom built tilt-table and

fitted with a data acquisition system consisting of four

string displacement transducers and two rod transducers.

Multiple high speed digital cameras were placed both the

inside and outside of the bus to record the deformation

resulting from the rollover. 

Two rollover tests were performed to validate the FE

model. Due to the test facility being in the development

stage, the ditch of 909 mm (35.8 in) was used for the first

rollover test. For the second experiment a new concrete

slab was poured to create the standard drop height of

800 mm required by the ECE-R66 and FDOT Standard.

Data from both rollovers, in the form of DI (1) time

history, is shown in Figure 7. Data from the four string

transducers, recorded throughout the test, allowed

establishing a quantitative measure for comparison between

full scale rollovers and FE simulations. The top front string

transducer, for the 909 mm rollover, was impacted by the

deforming side wall and its data after the impact was lost.

Although this did result in an incomplete data set, the

attained results still proved beneficial in the validation

process of the FE model. Figure 8 and Figure 9 provide a

comparison of the extent of the deformation for both

rollover cases. Approximate data for the top front

transducer in the 909 mm rollover case was obtained from

a slow motion video.

The results for the front of the bus, in both rollover

cases, showed a better correlation between experiments

and FE simulations than the results obtained for the back of

the bus. This is because the behavior of the back wall is

highly dependent on brittle failure of local connections

between skin and cage, breaking welds and rivets. It also

acts as a shear wall during a rollover, absorbing large

amounts of energy and experiencing weld snap failures. All

of these factors contribute to the complexity of the

Figure 5. Paratransit bus selected for a rollover test (left)

and its FE model (right).

Figure 6. Components selected for the validation procedure:

wall to floor connection (1); roof to wall connection (2); and

sidewall panel (3).
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simulated event.

Nevertheless the front of the bus experiences the largest

deformations during the rollover and it is the critical cross

section responsible for either passing or failing the rollover test.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE TESTS

3.1. Rollover Test Simulation According to the ECE-R66

The verified and validated FE model was used to simulate

rollover test according to the ECE-R66. The depth of the

ditch was set at the level of 800 mm, as required by ECE-

R66. The point in time of maximum deformation in the

simulation is presented in Figure 10. The modeled bus

failed the rollover test according to the ECE-R66. The

residual space was compromised by the side wall entering

the RS during the test. The Deformation Index calculated

according to (1) and FDOT, (2007) reached a peak value of

1.28 (Figure 6). Most of the deformation was developed in

plastic hinges located in the frontal part of the body at the

waistrail and at the cantrail (located at the wall to roof

connection). Figure 11 indicates that the weakest part of the

Figure 7. Comparison of Deformation Index (DI) time history between the full scale rollover test, and FE simulation. Data

from the 909 mm and 800 mm rollover tests.

Figure 8. Experimental and computational results of bus

deformation at t = 0.28 s. Deformed top of the side wall in

the front of the bus obtained from a slow motion video due

to the data loss. Data from the 909 mm rollover test.

Figure 9. Experimental and computational results of bus

deformation at t = 0.25 s. Data from the 800 mm rollover.
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bus superstructure is the frontal cap area, which is

primarily built of a composite fiber glass material and lacks

sufficient reinforcement. The rear part of the bus cage is

much stiffer due to presence of the rear wall, which plays

the role of a shear wall during the torsional deformation of

the whole structure.

Taking a closer look at the design of the front cap

structure, one can find some obvious reasons for its

weakness. The connections between the body and the

driver’s cabin are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The bus

body is connected by two flat pieces of steel on the road

side of the bus. On the curb side, the driver’s cabin is

welded to the staircase in two spots (see Figure 12). The

cap rests on the remainder of the cab roof and is connected

with only a few additional welds.

3.2. Roof Crush Test Simulation According to FMVSS 220

The numerical model as used for ECE-R66 rollover

simulation was utilized to simulate the conditions of

FMVSS 220 for quasi-static load resistance of the roof

structure. The mass of the investigated bus was 4,636 kg

(10,221 lb). The requirement of FMVSS 220 is that the bus

has to withstand a static load of 1.5 UVW, and for this

particular bus it was 68,219 N (15,330 lb). The rigid load

application plate as specified in FMVSS 220 for the vehicle

with GVWR of more than 4540 kg (10,000 lb) was used.

The test setup is shown in Figure 2.

As specified in FMVSS 220, an initial load of 2,227 N

(500 lb) was applied to the roof in order to eliminate the

slack from the system. The deflection caused by this load

was not taken into account for measurements of the total

roof displacement (see Figure 13). After the initial load

phase, the prescribed vertical displacement was applied

gradually to the central point of the rigid force application

plate. Other degrees of freedom, both translations and

rotations were not constrained. The coefficient of friction

for contact between the plate and roof structure was set as

0.15 (steel to steel). 

Due to the computational limitation of explicit time

integration used in the transient analysis, the load was

applied faster than required by the standard. The loading

phase was shortened down to 1 s, and the mass of the

application plate was reduced in order to eliminate inertial

effects. Additionally, a second simulation extended to 2 s

for the loading phase, was performed in order to assess the

impact of time rate on the behavior of the model. As shown

in Figure 13, the force recorded from 2 s loading phase

simulation is very close to the result from 1 s simulation.

This leads to the conclusion that the time related effects

such as strain rate dependence or inertial effects had no

substantial influence on the results.

The requirement of emergency exit opening during the

test was not addressed in this research.

It can be concluded from the plot in Figure 13, that the

bus passed the FMVSS 220 quasi-static load resistance test

Figure 10. Residual space compromised by the bus

structure. View of complete bus – left, view without skin –

right.

Figure 11. Connection of bus body to driver’s cabin on the

road side.

Figure 12. Connection of bus body to driver’s cabin on the

curb side.

Figure 13. Force recorded on load application plate during

the FMVSS 220 testing procedure. Results for 1s and 2 s

simulations.
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of the roof structure. The roof withstood the load of 1.5

UVW without exceeding the limit value of the

deformation. The maximum displacement of the force

application plate was found to be only 118 mm (4.64 in).

3.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Bus manufacturers frequently strengthen up the roof

structure to pass the FMVSS 220 testing procedure. The

symmetric loading applied to the roof according to FMVSS

220, tests primarily the strength of the roof bows, without

applying excessive loading on the rest of the structure. It is

still common to find paratransit buses designed with the

open cross sections wall columns. In such cases it is likely

that the bus can pass the FMVSS 220 test procedure but

may perform poorly during a real rollover accident. 

The goal of this section is to analyze and rank the

significance of individual members of the structure in the

response to the loading experienced in FMVSS 220 and

ECE-R66 testing procedures applied for the selected bus.

The analysis was carried out using LS-OPT® 4.1 with

Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA), and Global Sensitivity

Analysis (GSA) with Sobol’s approach (Stander et al.,

2008). 

The ANOVA is performed in LS-OPT based on linear

response surface fit to the obtained discrete results. The

true continuous response y(x) is approximated by the first

order polynomial f(x), defined as (Stander et al., 2008):

(2)

where:

L − is the size of basis functions’ vector (φj = [1, x1, …,

xn]
T). 

The coefficients in the vector b are determined through

minimization of the sum of the square errors computed by

(Stander et al., 2008):

, (3)

where:

fi(x) − are responses predicted by metamodel,

yi(x) − are discrete responses calculated in LS-DYNA

simulations (Hallquist, 2007),

P − is the total number of sampling points.

The ANOVA plots in LS-OPT represent normalized

coefficients bj (see Equation 2) with their confidence

intervals. The 100(1−α)% confidence intervals for the

coefficients bj, j = 0,1,…,L are defined through (Chiu and

Bloebaum, 2010):

(4)

For the cases where the interaction parameters play

significant role in approximating the response or where the

true response is represented by highly nonlinear hypersurface,

application of Sobol’s Indices may be more suitable. This

approach uses a unique decomposition of a function into

summands with increasing dimensions as (Archer et al.,

1997):

(5)

where:

f(x1,…, xn) − represents the analyzed model with n random

variables.

Each random model response f(x1,…, xn) is characterized

by its variance Dk. This variance can be also decomposed

into partial variances as:

(6)

The Sobol’s Indices are defined by:

(7)

where:

 − is the main effect of the parameter and,

STi − is the total effect, which combines parameter’s main

effect and all the interactions involving that parameter.

Computation of the components in Equation (5) involves

a multi-dimensional integration. In practice only the main

and total effects are computed using the approximate

formulas based on the Monte Carlo integrations (Sobol,

2001).

Figure 14 shows the passenger compartment frame with

ten numbered parts selected for the sensitivity analysis.

Part thickness was used in the design of experiments

(DOE) study as the design variable. The baseline thickness

values for these parts, as well as assumed lower and upper

bounds for the region of interest in the DOE, are listed in

Table 2. The metal sheet thickness is described by discrete

gauges. The equivalent metric measurement of the gauge
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Figure 14. Location of the structural elements used in

definition of design variables.
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depends on the material from which the members are built.

The sensitivity was analyzed with respect to the

Deformation Index (1) for the case of ECE-R66 test. The

DI response in LS-OPT was defined through Equation (1)

based on nodal distances in the most vulnerable cross

section of the bus. For the FMVSS 220 test sensitivity was

studied with respect to the resistance force measured from

the contact between the rigid plate and the bus roof

structure.

The responses were approximated using Radial Basis

Function Network (RBFN) – a variant of the artificial

neural network method. The network is structured as a sum

of RBF terms with each term centered about a grid point

and scaled by a coefficient function. Most frequently used

are Gaussian and Hardy’s multi-quadratic basis functions.

The output of RBFN (an approximation function) can be

expressed in simplest form as (Stander et al., 2008):

(8)

where: 

W0, W1…WH − are output bias and weights, and a basis

function is defined as:

(9)

H − is a number of basis function,

K − is a number of inputs and 

σh − controls the smoothness of the function. 

Whk − represent the center of hth radial unit. 

The basis functions are activated when the distance

 is sufficiently small. This feature makes

the RBFN a very efficient local approximation, as only a

small number of terms in equation (9) contribute to the

output (Schilling et al., 2001). The training of the network

(finding the weights) is performed by minimizing the

approximation error on the training samples (simulation

points). 

The simulation points (corresponding to the centers of

radial functions) were distributed using a space filling

algorithm. Fifty simulations per test were performed (total

of 100 simulations). Single precision LS-DYNA/MPP in

version r5.0 was used for all runs. 

Figure 15 shows the sensitivity study results for

Deformation Index response for the ECE-R66 test

simulations. The most important element of the structure

turned out to be the cantrail square beam (can_sq). The

second most important was front cap structure (cap_sq).

Surprisingly, the thickness of the columns (wall_sq) was

the third most important one. A visual inspection of the real

bus after the rollover test confirmed large localized

deformations in the cantrail beams. 

Figure 16 shows the sensitivity studies for the resultant

force in the FMVSS 220 test simulations. Here, as

expected, the most important variable was the thickness of

the roof bows (roof_sq). It was responsible for over 75% of

variations in the response function. The other variables are

not as relevant. This result justifies the intuitive strategy of

bus manufacturers to pass FMVSS 220 by making only the

roof bows stronger. Figure 17 shows cumulative sensitivity

f x W,( ) W0 Whf ρh( )
h 1=

H

∑+=

f ρh( ) Wh0 xk Whk–( )2
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Table 2. Variables used in the optimization process with assumed thickness range from 11 to 18 ga.

Variable Symbol
Baseline 

design (ga)
Baseline 

design (mm)

(1) thickness of cross beams in the floor structure floor_cc 11 3.048

(2) thickness of longitudinal beams in the floor structure floor_cl 16 1.651

(3) thickness of S-shape connections in the wall structure floor_s 16 1.651

(4) thickness of square tubes in the wall structure wall_sq 16 1.651

(5) thickness of tubes at the cantrail location can_sq 16 1.651

(6) thickness of U-shapes at the cantrail location roof_u 16 1.651

(7) thickness of the roof bows roof_sq 16 1.651

(8) thickness of the longitudinal beams in the roof structure roof_mid 16 1.651

(9) thickness of the elements in the front cap structure cap_sq 16 1.651

(10) thickness of the staircase stairca 16 1.651

Figure 15. Sensitivity study for the Deformation Index

response based on (a) ANOVA (b) Sobol’s Indices.
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plots for both sets of simulations. The analysis confirms

that results of the FMVSS 220 and ECE-R66 tests are

divergent. Completely different elements of the structure

influence the response of the bus in each test.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents results of two sets of simulations, a

dynamic rollover test (according to ECE-R66) and a quasi-

static roof crush resistance test (according to FMVSS 220).

Although both tests are used for the same purpose –

assessing the rollover strength of the bus in the approval

process - their outcomes diverge. 

The validated FE model of a paratransit bus, was used to

simulate both testing scenarios. The investigated bus

passed a quasi-static roof resistance test by withstanding a

prescribed force without a large deflection, but significantly

failed the dynamic rollover procedure as specified in ECE-

R66. The specific structure of the discussed paratransit bus,

with strong roof bows specifically designed to pass FMVSS

220, and weak sidewall not subjected to any design restrictions,

resulted in the large discrepancy between both tests. During

the quasi-static load resistance test, the strong roof bows

supported the entire prescribed load and kept the bus from

failing, but did not prove beneficial in the rollover test. 

Linear ANOVA and Sobol’s Indices were used to

identify and rank the most relevant components of the

structure in the two tests. As expected, the roof bows came

out as the most relevant design variables for the quasi-static

load resistance test of the roof structure. Variations in this

variable were responsible for over 75 % of variation in the

plate resistance force. The same variable was responsible

for only 14 % of variation in the Deformation Index during

the rollover test. The connections between the wall and the

roof and the front cap structure were found to be the most

important at this time. These results are consistent with

data presented in Liang and Le, (2010).

NHTSA research (Prasad et al., 2009) points out that

FMVSS 220 may be more stringent than the ECE-R66.

Results presented in this paper, and in Liang and Le, (2010)

show that such a conclusion should not be drawn. Quasi-

static load resistance test of the roof structure does not

provide sufficient indication on how the structure behaves

during an actual rollover accident. 

This research shows that FMVSS 220 promotes an

unbalanced design approach, which is not an effective

strategy to meet the requirements of UN ECE-R66. Since

ECE-R66 is closer to representing real life rollover

scenarios, it is a more effective standard for assessing

rollover crashworthiness, even if it is more expensive to

perform.
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